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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the approximation of elements of L,[O, l] for 1 < p < co 
by splines. The existence question for this problem has been considered in 
various forms by Hobby and Rice [l], Schumaker [2], and de Boor [3]. We 
will present a unified treatment using some tools from distribution theory and 
differential equations. The spline functions we consider are made up of 
solutions of a special class of linear homogenous differential equations first 
considered by P6lya [7]. Rather than work with the differential equation 
directly, we follow [4] and work with the functions wi(t) which are Wronskians 
of appropriate solutions of the differential equation. 
The spline functions are determined by a sequence of n + 1 strictly 
positive functions {w$(t); i = 0, l,..., n} where Wi E C”-i[O, 11. From these 
functions we generate the components of the splines {ui(t), 4&t; x); 
i = 0, l,..., n} where 
t+(t) = 
$i(C 4 = 
w&) 1; Wl(E,> j:’ w&Y,) *.* 1:” w,(&) d& .** Gl (1) 
/ 
w,(t) St wl(.fl) J” **. f-’ a&$) dfi *.- d& , t > x 
oz z 2 (2) t<x 
The u<(t) are a linearly independent set of solutions of the underlying dif- 
ferential equation. For a fixed positive integer k let 
s,,, = t i: a,u&) + i b&t; Xj) : 0 < x1 < x2 < ..*<x,<l . i=O j-1 1 
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The q’s are called knots. For 1 < p < co and f E&JO, l] we seek the 
v E %k such that 
11 f - v 11 = Distance (f, S,,,). 
It turns out that S,,, is not closed; hence, we consider the closure of S,,, . 
We will show that the closure is the set 
S,,, = 5 api + i 3 bj,y5,+l-,(t; xi) : i mj < k, 
I i-0 j=1s-1 i=l 
O<X,<Xz<...<Xr<l . 
i 
Here if 1 is a negative integer, &(t; xj) = 0. For each f EL,[O, l] we will 
demonstrate that a v E S,,, can be found such that 
I] f - v // = Distance (f, S,,,). (3) 
To prove (3) we will proceed in the following manner. First we will show 
that a u* ES,,, exists with the property 
/j f - U* )/ < Distance (f, S,,,). (4) 
Next we will prove that 
Ck c Xk (5) 
where S& is the topological closure of S,,, . Hence it will follow that each 
f E.&JO, l] has a “closest point” in S,,, , and thus S,,, must be closed, 
implying 
II. MAIN RESULTS 
We define the differential operators 
i = 0, l,...) n. 
The following results can be found in [4]. 
DjDi-l -.. Do(ui+l(t)) = w,+,(t) 
DjDj-1 a-- Do(uj(t)) EZ 0 
cf&(t; x) E cyo, I] 
j = 0, I,..., n - 
j = 0, 1 , ***, n. 
K = 0, l,..., n 
D;-lDr-z ... Do(de(t; x)) = 1; : 2 ; 
(6) 
(7) 
1. (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
where Dlol signifies the right-handed derivative. 
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Let U = (& ciui}. Our first claim is that a piecewise U polynomial u*, 
can be found such that 
[If - u* I] = Distance (f, S,,,) = E. 
Let (~(~1) be a sequence in S,,, such that 
?‘% llf - ~6”) /I = E, 
where 
and 
0 < xl,,, < x.&qj < *‘- < xk,qj < 1. 
By going to subsequences (which we do not relabel), we can secure the con- 
dition that for each i, the sequence {xiSV} is monotone. Hence the {x~,~} con- 
verge to, say, r distinct interior points {xj : 0 < x1 < x2 < .*a < x, < 1) 
and perhaps x0 = 0 and x,.,, = 1. We assume at each interior point xi , mi 
of the sequences converge where CT==, mj < k. Now on each open interval 
(XI > Xj+1) j = 0, l,..., T, there is a subinterval on which for large V, u(“) is a 
U polynomial. This follows from the monotonicity of the knots and the fact, 
[4], that interior to consecutive knots, elements of S,,, are elements of U. 
But U polynomials are elements of a finite dimensional vector space, and 
hence since the (u(~)} are uniformly bounded we can assume on each of these 
subintervals that the sequence converges uniformly to an element of U. This 
piecewise U polynomial thus created we call u*. (At a knot either the left or 
righthand value can be used). We claim /If - u* II < E. We show this for 
L, (1 < p < oo). For any E > 0 there is a set 0 consisting of a finite number of 
intervals containing the {xj;j = 0, l,..., I + l} and a u. such that er >, ZIP 
implies 
II u* -fll < II zJ* -fll, + II u* -file 
< II u* -flls + II d”) - u* Ila + II d”) -fll, 
Here 01 is the complement of 6 in [0, 11. Hence /I u* -f]l < E. A similar 
analysis can be done for p = co. 
Consider the interior knot xj where, say, m = mj . We claim in a neigh- 
borhood of xi , u* E Cn-+ where by convention n < m signifies u* has a 
simple jump at xj . Indeed we will prove that in a neighborhood of x9, 
u*(t) = u(t) + 5 4~m+1-&; Xi) 
i=l 
(12) 
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where u E U. Hence we will have established that U* E s,,, and thus (4). 
We will prove this result through a sequence of lemmas and theorems. 
For simplicity of notation assume xj = 0. Let 52 be any open interval 
which contains “0” and no other knots. Then by D(Q) we designate the set 
of all infinitely differentiable functions whose supports are compact subsets 
of Q. The support of a function is the closure of the set of points for which 
the function does not vanish. 
LEMMA 1. Consider sequences of real numbers {xi,y>z, (i = I,..., m) such 
that 
(a) limv+m xi,+ = 0, i = I,..., m 
(b) x+ # xjVY , i # j and all y. 
Assume further that for each y there is a linear functional G,(#) from D(Q) 
to the reals of the form 
such that for all # E D(Q) 
;+i G,,(c$) = i b,@")(O) = G(4). 
u=o 
Here s 3 m - 1 and 4(“)(O) designates the v-th derivative of $ evaluated at 
zero. 
CONCLUSION. 
b, = 0 for v 3 m. 
Proof. Letting $(x) = xj locally we find 
G,(xi) c f  ai+& + j!b, j = 0, l,..., S. 
i=l 
Consider a fixed v 3 m. The claim is made that for each y, G,(x”) can be 
expressed in the form, 
G,,(x”) = mi’ c~,~G~(x~) 
i=O 
(14) 
where for each i 
lim c~,~ = 0. 
Y  
(144 
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For the moment assume (14) and (14a) are valid. Then from (13), (14), and 
(14a) it follows that 
liym Gv(xV) = 0. (15) 
But G(x”) = o!b, . Hence b, = 0. It remains to be shown that (14) and (14a) 
are valid. For each y, we would like 
(16) 
Equating the coefficients of a,,, we find that for (14) to hold it is sufficient 
that the cisV satisfy the following linear equations 
m-1 
~V.Y(%J = 0 = c 4,ci.v - qy i = l,..., m. (17) 
j=O 
Since the coefficient matrix involved in (17) is the Vandermonde we can find 
cj,, which satisfy (17). If the {c~,~} were uniformly bounded, a subsequence of 
the P,,,(X) would converge to a polynomial that has m zeros at the origin, 
which implies 
lim Cj,y = 0. 
P+m 
But we can view (17) as the problem of finding the coefficients of an inter- 
polating polynomial. By a standard result concerning the error in inter- 
polation, for example see [5] page 190, we see that the {c~,~} are uniformly 
bounded. Hence (14) and (14a) are established and the proof is complete. 
Set D = D, ..* Do and let D* be the formal adjoint of D. Further define 
f%(t) = 1; 
t>x 
t < x. 
Now, for 4 E D(Q), integrations by parts yield 
s R M; 4 D*#) dt =j- R MC 4 Do * --* D,,*+(t) dt 
= (-- 1) j-p(t) $9(t) dt (17’) 
Now assume (x~,~}~~~ i = l,..., m are the m sequences of knots which con- 
verge to zero. We have the following result. 
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THEOREM 1. For each 4 E D(Q) 
(18) 
where 
I R u*(t) D*4(t) dt = i b,@“)(O) 21=0 
s = min(n, m - 1). 
Proof. By (9) u E U implies Du = 0. Hence integration by parts yields 
Jo uD*# = 0 for all $ E D(Q). N ow for large ZJ the only sequences of knots 
which are in Q are {x~,~}~~, i = 1 ,..., m. Hence for large v using (17’), 
s d”) D*# = f ai,&&. Q i=l 
Taking limits we find that 
Now it is easy to see by integrations by parts that the distribution u* defined 
by the relationship, 
(u*, 4) = j, u* D*4 
for 4 E D(Q) has the form 
tu*, 4) = go 49#(“)(0). 
By (19) and Lemma 1, the result (18) follows. 
We are now in a position to establish (12). 
THEOREM 2. In a neighborhood of 0, u*(t) can be written in the form 
S-l-1 
where 
u*(t) = u(t) + C dd,+l-dt, 0) 
j=l 
s = min(n, m - 1). 
Proof. Consider any integer k such that 0 < k < n. Then for 4 E D(Q) 
if we integrate the following expression k times by parts we find, 
j/h@; 0) D*+(t) dt = - j, pa(t) ($ D:+*+1 ..* Q*) W dt 
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Hence the integral takes the form, 
Now recall from (18), 
s u* D*$ = i b,+@‘)(O) d-2 u=o (21) 
where 
s = min(m - 1, n) for 4 E D(Q). 
From the triangular nature of (20) one sees that constants 4 ,..., d, exist such 
that 
s+1 
satisfies the equation 
s 
w D”4 = 2 b,@“)(O) for all + E D(Q). 
ia u=O 
(22) 
Hence from (21) and (22) 
s R (u*(t) - w(t)) D*#(t) = 0 for all + E D(Q). (23) 
Thus by [6], Chapter XIII, Lemma 2.9, (or more simply by integration by 
parts assuming u*(t) - w(t) belongs to U for t > 0 and t < 0) (23) implies 
D@*(t) - w(t)) = 0. 
Hence u* - w is an element of U. Thus u* is of the desired form and the 
proof is complete. 
Now piecing u* together for the entire interval we see that indeed 
u* E sn,, . It remains to be shown that &,k C SO,,k . We will prove the result 
for L,[O, 11. The result will then follow for L,[O, l] (1 < p < co) from the 
fact that we are working on the finite measure space [0, 11. 
THEOREM 3. For L,[O, 11, s,,,, C Si., . 
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Proof. We need the basic identity [4]: 
For equally spaced points x0 , x1 , x2 ,... where xi+r - xi = c1 > 0, define 
the forward difference operators di (i = 1,2,...) recursively as follows 
A(f) =f(d -f(%) 
Ai( f) = A(Ai-lf). 
(24) 
If f has appropriate derivatives, then it is a standard result, for example see 
[5] page 262, that 
Aif 
i=f’y& 
where x0 < f < Xi. Using (24), (25), and the standard properties of 
&(t; x), one can readily establish the desired result. 
In a future paper, using the techniques employed here, we shall consider 
spline functions generated by nonlinear families. 
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